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Business Consultant
Description
RD&A is looking for Business Consultants who want to shape their own future at a
young and dynamic company. Ideally, you have experience within the Asset
Management domain and knowledge of how financial markets operate and financial
instruments. Areas of work may include front office (portfolio management, OMS,
EMS), middle office (risk and performance management), back office (cash
management, settlement/clearing), or accounting and reporting

Responsibilities
As a business consultant, you will often work directly within or with the business
processes of our clients, with a primary focus on process optimization,
implementing improvements in processes, data flows, and systems, and
guiding/coaching employees. Assignments are carried out partly at the client’s
location and partly at our office, allowing for extensive interaction with RD&A
colleagues. In terms of content, the work typically revolves around the intersection
of business processes and the IT applications that need to support these
processes.

Qualifications

Financial markets, instruments, and related processes
Recognizing and translating improvement options into concrete
requirements in terms of process/data/system
Change management and processes
Project-based work (Prince, Agile, SAFE)
Specific knowledge and expertise within one of the fields such as
Transaction Processing, Reconciliation, Accounting, Performance, Risk,
Compliance, Data (Warehouse)
Specific experience with systems such as SimCorp Dimension, Black Rock
Aladdin, ClearWater, Murex, Golden Source, WSS, Charles River, Efront,
FactSet, Bloomberg is an advantage
Dutch (reading/writing)
English (reading/writing)

Job Benefits

A competitive salary based on a 40-hour workweek
Excellent secondary employment conditions
25 vacation days
Mobility allowance
Personal growth and training
Plenty of freedom and autonomy
Opportunity to contribute to a secure financial future for many people

Contacts
RD&A Consulting B.V

recruitement@rda-consulting.nl

Hiring organization
RDA Consulting

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Lage Biezenweg 5b, 4131 LV,
Vianen
Remote work possible

Working Hours
40 hours a week

Salary
Negotiable

Date posted
January 8, 2024
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